EXCAVATION - IDENTIFIED AREAS OF CONTAMINATION.
(REV 11-10-16)
ARTICLE 120-1 is expanded by the following new Subarticle:
120-1.3 Identified Areas of Contamination: Certain area(s) within the limits of this
project have been identified as contaminated and are delineated on the plans. The contamination
type and levels, when known, are in the specifications or in a contamination assessment report
posted on the Department’s website at the following URL address:
https://ftp.fdot.gov/file/d/FTP/FDOT%20LTS/permitsandorutilityworkschedules/ .
The Department will have a Contractor qualified to perform contamination assessment
and remediation working in the designated contamination areas under separate Contract
(Contamination Assessment/Remediation Contractor - CAR Contractor) whose activities may
include but not be limited to the following types of work:
(1) Soil sampling.
(2) Earth work.
(3) Operating scientific field testing equipment.
(4) Installation and operation of equipment for dewatering.
(5) Installing sheet pile for cofferdams.
(6) Treatment of water to remove any contaminates.
A staging area may be required to facilitate the CAR Contractor’s operations and will be
designated.
Where contamination assessment or remediation work is done simultaneously with the
highway construction Contract, the assessment/remediation work period may or may not begin
on the day highway construction begins and may or may not be consecutive working days. A
schedule to accomplish the assessment/remediation work expeditiously will be established at the
preconstruction conference. The Prime and the CAR Contractor will use this schedule as a basis
for planning both work efforts. The Engineer must approve any deviation from this schedule
before it occurs. Coordinate schedule changes with the CAR Contractor before approval by the
Engineer. The Engineer may grant Contract Time extensions according to the provisions of
8-7.3.2.
Schedule operations to avoid intrusion into the areas designated on the plans or in
specified contaminated areas or staging areas reserved for the CAR Contractor until the
established schedule dictate, unless agreed to by the CAR Contractor beforehand. Provide access
to the aforementioned sites at all times during the assessment/remediation work phase. Resume
normal operations in the designated area once the contamination is removed and notice to
proceed is issued by the Engineer.
Pay particular attention to the provisions of 8-4.4 dealing with Coordination with other
Contractors.

